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Introduction 
Climate change, the obesity epidemic, plastic pollution, the opioid crisis--for the last several 

decades, there has been a growing awareness of the challenges posed by what are sometimes called 

“wicked problems” (Rittel & Webber, 1973). These problems—marked by complex intersecting 

socioeconomic and biogeophysical causes—are a real and immediate threat to humans, non-humans, 

societies, and ecologies. What’s more—given the scale and complexity of so-called wicked problems, 

they resist most of the options available in our standard repertoires of technological fixes and social 

programs. The very nature of wicked problems requires bringing together experts from multiple 

disciplines with policymakers, stakeholders, and citizens. In these sites of reciprocal translation, 

discussants must develop mitigation strategies that themselves integrate human and nonhuman 

agencies. None of this is easy. Subsequently, the drive to address wicked problems has catalyzed the 

creation of an entire cottage industry devoted to developing protocols and procedures that might foster 

more effective sites of reciprocal translation among key stakeholders.  

In 2005, science and technology policy researchers Rowe and Frewer identified more than 100 

different proposed mechanism designed to support effective science-policy deliberation and decision-

making. Through analyzing these mechanisms, they develop a complex typology of public engagement 

mechanisms and variables. They have given us scales of public involvement from communication to  

consultation to engagement). They have identified a litany of proposed protocols for participant 

selection criteria, information dissemination, response modes, and so forth. Of course, these 



taxonomies are not the origin point for scholarship on sites of reciprocal translation. The citation history 

for this area tends to converge on public participation initiatives in urban planning during the late 1960s. 

Indeed, Sherry Arnstein’s (1969) “A Ladder of Citizen Participation” is widely cited. If you want to step 

back a bit further, Arnstein’s article identifies an essay from the previous year (1968) as the source for 

her inspiration, an essay entitled “Citizen Participation Strategies” by Edmund Burke (not that Edmund 

Burke). While many literature reviews recognize this longer pedigree in urban planning, most 

contemporary scholarship on public involvement in science-policy decision-making focuses on the 

Danish consensus conference (circa 1993) and subsequent innovations.  

Among the most widely-cited approaches to citizen involvement in science-policy deliberation is 

Callon, Barthe, and Lascoumes (2009)’s hybrid forum. True hybrid forums—following Callon, Barthe, and 

Lascoumes' definition—must be doubly hybrid. They include both an appropriate diversity of 

participants and a broad distribution of decision-making authority. As such, hybrid forums contrast with 

other popular mechanisms like science courts or citizen advisory boards. In fully hybrid forms, the citizen 

participants have equal voting rights to the technical experts.  

Regardless of the preferred mechanism, the idea of creating special sites of reciprocal 

translation to support science-policy decision making is widely understood as a relatively new initiative. 

When discussed historically, the focus tends to be on the early 1990s or the late 1960s, at the earliest. 

However, as it turns out, proposals for sites of reciprocal translation date back to at least 1927, and a 

proposal by Kenneth Burke (Actually – yes—that Kenneth Burke.)   

 

“Tentative Stages of Progression for an Address at Geneva” 
Burke's proposal, entitled “Tentative Stages of a Progression for an Address at Geneva” arose 

out of a seldom discussed period in Burke’s life—his brief flirtation with a non-academic career between 

dropping out of college and winning a Guggenheim Fellowship.  During this gap period, Burke worked in 



two successive positions at the John D. Rockefeller Foundation. As a part of his appointment, Burke 

worked a sort of technical ghost writer for Colonel Author Woods, a former New York Police 

Department Commissioner who was then serving as an Assessor for the League of Nations Advisory 

Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs (Advisory Committee, 1926).  

From 1920 to 1946, the Advisory Committee was tasked with developing a multi-national 

framework for the control of opiate manufacturing, trafficking, and distribution. As mentioned 

previously, one of Burke's primary jobs at the Rockefeller Foundation was to serve as a ghostwriter for 

Colonel Woods. In keeping with that role, Burke's proposed mechanism for a site of reciprocal 

translation was nested in a draft for Wood's eventual address to the 1927 Committee meeting.  

The speech ostensibly responds to an ongoing debate from the 1926 Committee meeting over 

whether package labelling initiatives would be a sufficient intervention or if direct regulation of drugs 

manufacture would be required. However, the draft speech quickly pivots away from the actual policy 

items into an ambitious proposal for what was certainly at the time, and may well still be, a novel 

mechanism for a science-policy deliberation. Indeed, the speech practically prefigures the entire wicked 

problems framework that would come to prominence decades later.   

Opium and Opium Alkaloids as a Wicked Problem  
Burke's address includes a textbook example of a wicked problems analysis. He describes the 

issue as “a grave task, for the problem is a complicated one, and frequently bound up with economic 

considerations of vital importance.” In analyzing the complexity he details: 1) the central economic 

importance of opium manufacturing, 2) the clear medical need for opiates, 3) the dangers of unchecked 

profit motive among drugs manufactures, 4) the risks of addiction, 5) the problem of illegal manufacture 

and distribution, and 6) the challenges of regulation in League nations with criminal justice systems 

open to manipulation by drug traffickers. Burke highlights the challenges that come from the need to 

balance competing exigencies in addressing opium and opium trafficking. In one especially florid 



passage, Burke insists that members of the Advisory Committee should recognize that “[a]n argument 

for rain is not an argument for torrents, a defense of fair weather is not an apology for drought. It is 

preposterous that simply because a society needs these drugs in ounces, it should have it dumped on 

them in tons.”  

 

Burke's Quasi-Hybrid Dual Committee  
Unlike Danish consensus conferences or hybrid forums, Burke proposal is for what he calls a 

“Dual Committee Structure.” Specifically, he argues for the creation of a “lay” or “disinterested” citizen 

panel comprised of “the heads of prominent universities… leading industrialists … contain prominent 

jurists, and economists, and divines, and even representatives of the drug manufactures themselves.” 

Under Burke’s proposal, the disinterested committee’s primary charge would be to establish the criteria 

upon which the “expert” Advisory Committee members' decisions would be based. Burke’s intent here 

is to ensure that Advisory Committee decisions are assiduously indexed to “the best interests of society” 

as opposed to the “wealth of a few.” While Burke’s proposal bears some similarities to hybrid forums, it 

is not fully hybrid. First, Burke explicitly advances a “dual committee structure” over a “mixed 

committee structure.” Additionally, he makes it clear that the criteria set by the disinterested 

committee would be “purely moral, and not authoritative.” Nevertheless, Burke’s proposal represents a 

strikingly robust approach to reciprocal translation in science-policy deliberation, one that feels 

surprisingly prescient for 1927.  

Ultimately, the proposal is ambitious and quite frankly audacious. In fact, the draft may even 

constitute on act of wild hubris. It is clear from the accompanying letter of transmittal and the 

handwritten note appended to the address that Burke had no expectation it would ever be delivered. As 

he wrote,  



Malapropos, I enclose the outlines of a diatribe (a rather morbid document which please do not 
trouble to acknowledge or return) which occurred to me in relation to your idea of proposing a 
disinterested committee. While I do not think that the Advisory Committee would agree to such 
a body, I got the godless notion that the proposal could be utilized as an elusive yet effective 
method of bullying the A.C. by shyly and coyly calling them drug experts. But the approach 
despite the bowings and scrapings contained therein, is doubtless too pugnacious at bottom, 
and as such a more than worthless manner of introducing further moves. (Burke, 1927a, p2.)  

 

And, indeed, it appears that Woods eventual address to the Advisory Committee carried none of Burke’s 

suggestions regarding public involvement in opiate policy decision making. Ultimately, Woods’ address 

was a straightforward proposal for the direct regulation of opioid manufacturing internationally 

(Advisory Committee, 1927). There is no mention in the minutes of a proposal for a dual committee nor 

any sort of public involvement.  Nevertheless, Burke’s proposal offers an important contribution to the 

contemporary deliberations about effective d mechanisms for addressing wicked problems through sites 

of reciprocal translation.  

 

Kenneth Burke, Rhetorician of Science and Medicine  
In Moving Bodies, Debbie Hawhee made a compelling argument that Burke's contributions to 

rhetoric of science are underappreciated. As she notes, “Burke’s conceptual legacies… help scholars to 

examine more carefully the rhetorical workings of scientific discourse. And yet these critical applications 

only tell part of the story of Burke’s usefulness for the rhetoric of science” (p. 75). The discovery of 

"Tentative Stages" further underscores this point and extends it to rhetoric of health and medicine. 

Conceptually, the issues and approaches discussed in Burke's essay are virtually indistinguishable from 

work in cotemporary rhetoric of science and medicine. Burke directly confronts a wicked problem at the 

intersections of medical science, public health, multinational policy, and cultural morays. In so doing, he 

proposes a novel mechanism for including members of the public in deliberation over the shape of the 

policy. In bringing "Tentative Stages" out of the archives, my hope is that we find additional productive 



resonances between Burke's rhetorics of science and contemporary concerns. It seems useful that we 

might revisit Burke's published scholarship in dialogue with this new understanding of Burke as a 

rhetorician of science. And finally, we might also return to the archive with a fresh perspective to see 

what else Burke might have to offer.  
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